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We propose an adaptive multiscale approach to data analysis based on synchronization. The approach is
nonlinear, data driven in the sense that it does not rely on a priori chosen basis, and automatically determines
the data scale. Numerical results for one- and two-dimensional cases illustrate that the method works effectively
for the usual modulated signals such as chirps, etc., as well as for more complicated data with multiple scales.
The method extends straightforwardly to functions defined on weighted graphs and grids in high dimensions.
Connections with some other recent approaches to multiscale analysis are briefly discussed.
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Modern scientific instruments generate new data types,
such as data defined on graphs and manifolds, and vector and
tensor data [1]. These complex data sets cannot be adequately
understood without detecting various scales that might be
present in the data. Thus, the development of multiscale
analysis methods applicable to these more general settings is of
great importance [1,2]. The wavelet transform is particularly
suited to the analysis of different scales in data. Though
each type of wavelet provides its own effective analysis, the
need to choose a basis a priori makes the method not fully
adaptive [3–5]. The so-called Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT),
which combines the empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
with the Hilbert transform (HT), was introduced to avoid
dealing with a predetermined basis and to calculate the instan-
taneous frequency and amplitude (see Ref. [3] and references
there). Recent works [4,5] suggest important modifications
of EMD and their mathematical justifications. The so-called
synchrosqueezed wavelet transform was developed in work
[5]. These methods are restricted mostly to one-dimensional
(1D) or two-dimensional (2D) signals. At the same time,
besides the importance of the modern data defined on graphs,
the graph representation of structured data provides a fruitful
model for the relational data mining process [1]. Moreover, a
weighted graph also provides a discrete “representation” of a
Riemannian manifold, e.g., the weighted Laplacian can be con-
sidered as a discrete analog of the Laplace-Beltrami operator,
and analysis of graph functions has important applications to
image processing, machine learning, discretization schemes,
meshes, sampling and approximation theory, etc. [1,2].
In order to develop a multiscale analysis of functions
defined on graphs we propose to use the concept of syn-
chronization. In fact, approaches to data analysis problems
are sometimes motivated by physics, and synchronization
in particular has been used for data clustering [6]. The
approach is usually based on the so-called phase model.
Near the regime, where the individual phases are close to
each other, this formulation reduces to the spectral analysis
of the combinatorial Laplacian, thus being closely related to
well-known approaches such as normalized cuts, eigenmaps,
and diffusion maps [7]. Our approach to a multiscale analysis
of a function defined on a weighted graph starts by associating
with the nodes of the graph a set of coupled limit-cycle
oscillators. Let us consider a weighted graph G = (V,W ) with
a set V of N vertices, together with a set W of weights, and
a vector-valued function 0 : V → Rm; here, for simplicity,
we will be concerned only with m = 1, though a more
general m > 1 can also be examined. One can introduce the
combinatorial Laplacian L, with Lk,j = Akj − dkδkj , where A
is a symmetric adjacency matrix N × N whose components
are the weights, and the diagonal degree matrix has the
elements dk =
∑N
j=1 Akj . In order to analyze the function
0(Vk), we study synchronization in the following system of
the space-discrete Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equations coupled
diffusively
dUk/dt − (1 + iωk)Uk + |Uk|2Uk − c
N∑
j
LkjUj = 0, (1)
where Uk(t), k = 1, . . . ,N , describes the state of the kth
oscillator at time t , ωk are the intrinsic frequencies of
the individual oscillators, and parameter c is the coupling
strength. We are assuming that the distribution of the intrinsic
frequencies is given by the function 0: ωk = 0(Vk). One
rationale for this approach is that for a given coupling strength,
oscillators with close intrinsic frequencies synchronize first,
thus capturing (for a “good” sampling) the curvature of the
function 0(Vk). Therefore, both the topology of the graph
(the weights) and the geometry of the function are taken into
account in such a description.
For a simple distribution of the intrinsic frequencies in one
dimension, one can do a quick estimate of the asymptotic solu-
tion, as t → ∞, by using the phase dynamics and considering
the continuous limit. In this approximation the evolution of the
phase ψ(x,t) can be described by a Burgers-type equation (see
Ref. [6]; a general equation for the phase evolution of strongly
nonlinear waves in high dimensions was derived in Ref. [8])
∂ψ/∂t − a(∂ψ/∂x)2 − D ∂2ψ/∂x2 = 0(x), where 0(x) is
a one-dimensional frequency distribution. The Cole-Hopf
transform reduces this equation to an inhomogeneous heat
equation. It can be found from the usual eigenvalue problem
with the potential proportional to 0(x) that, for 0(x) with
a local maximum 0max and 0(x) → 0lim as x → ±∞, an
asymptotic solution is the one with a frequency 0select, which
satisfies 0lim < 0select < 0max.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Synchronization and Haar wavelets [axes: for the 1D case the oscillators are ordered in space and j is the
spatial coordinate of oscillators; Y = 0(Vk)]. Various stages n of synchronization-based MRA: Y = 10(Vk) (× symbols); Y = 100(Vk)
(diamonds); Y = 500(Vk) (circles); c = 0.25. Top inset: Weighted averaging of the individual frequencies for a linear distribution of intrinsic
frequencies—the signal (triangles), the Haar averaged signal A2 (× symbols), synchronized frequencies (circles). Bottom inset: The phases
uniformly grow in time (axes: phases vs time).
In order to study synchronization phenomena in general
oscillatory systems, the phase has to be defined first. Defining
the phase may not be a straightforward task, but the system
of oscillators (1) has attractors with simple topology (the
so-called phase coherent attractors), so by introducing Uk(t) =
uk(t) exp[iϕk(t)] one can define ϕk(t) as the phases, and
determine the mean frequencies
k = 〈dϕk/dt〉 = lim
t→∞{[ϕk(t + t0) − ϕk(t0)]/t}. (2)
We started by solving the system (1) for various functions
0(Vk), with homogeneous initial conditions plus small
random perturbations, and calculating the mean frequencies
[Figs. 1, 2(a), and 3]. To make sure that for a given coupling
strength the integration time was sufficient for reaching the
asymptotic solutions (t → ∞), we varied the integration time
and found that an increase of it by a factor of 102 resulted
only in differences of less than 1%. Also, to illustrate that the
phases ϕk(t) are approximately monotonous functions of time,
we plotted them in Fig. 1 (bottom inset). For these phases the
error of the numerical differentiation in (2) is less than 0.1%,
so formula (2) provides a robust definition of the frequency of
oscillators. Synchronization is detected by finding the mean
frequencies that satisfy the inequality |k − l|   (where
 is a small threshold), and it may visually be identified as
plateaus in the oscillator’s mean frequency versus oscillator’s
space location plots [Figs. 1–5]. As anticipated, synchroniza-
tion occurs first near the local extrema [Figs. 1 (main panel),
2(a), and 4]. Figure 2 demonstrates the application of this
approach to a chirp signal, while Fig. 3 shows a comparison
of two different chirps and a harmonic signal. One can see
from Fig. 3(b) that the lengths and pattern of the plateaus
capture the differences between the signals: the length and the
height of the plateaus of the harmonic signal (× symbols) are
constant, while the scales and the heights corresponding to the
chirps track the frequency variations of the chirps. One can
also see from Figs. 4 and 5 that the scale and the distribution
(or pattern) of the synchronization plateaus for 1D and 2D
multiscale signals adequately represent the structure of such
signals.
To perform a multiscale analysis of the function 0(Vk),
we solve the system (1) in a progression of steps, or stages,
starting with 0(Vk) as the frequency distribution for the first
stage. For each following stage n we solve the system (1)
with a frequency distribution n−1(Vk) obtained by applying
formula (2) to the solution from the previous stage. The
calculation continues until the difference between distributions
of the mean frequencies obtained from the solutions of two
consecutive steps is less than a certain threshold. At every
stage, the length of each synchronization plateau gives the
local scale of the function. Each stage gives a more coarse local
scale of the data than the one obtained at the previous stage,
or in other words, each stage generates a coarser rendering
of the function 0(Vk) [Figs. 1 (main panel) and 4]. The
distribution of frequencies n(Vk) forms the nth level of
the multiresolution analysis (MRA) of the function 0(Vk).
Unlike the linear approaches to MRA, this method does not
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FIG. 2. (Color online) A function with an abrupt frequency
change [axes: j is the spatial coordinate; Y = 0(Vk)]. (a) 0(Vk)
[triangles (left)]; the averaged Haar signal A4 [triangles (up)]; the
synchronization plateaus (circles). (b) The synchronized scales (the
edge effects are neglected). (c) The continuous Morlet wavelet
transform of 0(Vk). Synchronization gives a sharper overall value
of the scale, comparing to the continuous Morlet wavelet transform.
rely on a preassigned family of templates generated from a
basic one by dilations and translations (see the discussion in
Ref. [5]), and instead gives a variable local scale for every
stage.
A few remarks are in order. An optimal choice of the
parameter c will facilitate the computation process by reducing
the number of stages, and should depend on the smallest scale
of the data analyzed. Another point is that a change in the
initial conditions leads to different solutions. As the numerical
experiments show, this is analogous, for our purposes, to the
issue of choosing a value of c for the first stage. Indeed, a
change in the initial conditions by a factor of 103 does not affect
the asymptotic averaged frequency distribution very much,
and it can be shown that the same averaged frequencies could
have also been obtained for the given initial condition with a
slightly different value of the parameter c. The juxtaposition of
the synchronized frequencies with the Haar wavelet averaged
FIG. 3. (Color online) Two chirps and a harmonic signal [axes:
j is the spatial coordinate; Y = 0(Vk)]. (a) Chirp No. 1 [triangles
(up)]; chirp No. 2 (circles); harmonic signal (× symbols). (b) The
corresponding synchronized frequencies. Note that the length and
the height of the plateaus corresponding to the harmonic signal are
constant, while the scale and the height of the plateaus corresponding
to the chirps [triangles (up), circles] reflect the frequency changes of
the chirps.
signals in Fig. 1 (top inset), and Fig. 2(a) demonstrates a
certain similarity between the synchronization averaging and
MRA performed by discrete wavelet transforms [a comparison
with the continuous Morlet wavelet transform in Fig. 2(b,c)
shows that synchronization gives overall a sharper value of
the scale]. Indeed, it is known that the phase-locked frequency
is in general a nondecreasing function of a weighted average
of individual frequencies, with the weights depending on the
parameters of the system [9] [Figs. 1 (main panel), 2(a), and
4]. In other words, similarly to discrete wavelet transforms,
the approach based on synchronization provides a multiscale
hierarchical decomposition of the function 0(Vk) into the
averaged modes. These features suggest that the approach
based on synchronization is related to wavelets and we call
it adaptive synchronization wavelets.
There are several links between the synchronization-based
approach and the recent approaches to MRA developed in
Refs. [3–5]. For example, the fact that the amplitude of the data
oscillations approaches the local mean on a certain scale as the
number of stages increases corresponds to the behavior of the
higher intrinsic modes of Refs. [3–5]. Also, the synchronized
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Multiscale analysis based on synchronization [axes: j is the spatial coordinate; Y = 0(Vk)]. Main figure: data with
multiple scales (× symbols); various stages n of synchronization-based MRA: Y = 1(Vk) [triangles (up)]; Y = 40(Vk) [triangles (right)],
Y = 80(Vk) [triangles (left)]. Inset: A zoomed in version of the main figure.
frequencies trace the envelope of the function0(Vk) as a result
of synchronization taking place first near the local extrema
of 0(Vk), and this is analogous to the HHT method which
constructs the upper and lower envelopes based on the local
extrema points [3]. HT is the keystone of HHT [3] and it
provides another link between these two approaches. Indeed,
the so-called analytic signal approach is also based on HT,
and when it is applied to synchronization, it gives practically
the same result (for “good” systems) as the mean frequency
approach (2) [6,10]. At the same time, the synchronization
approach and HHT are different in the sense that the latter
one applies HT to the extrinsic modes extracted by EMD
from the function 0(Vk), while the former one determines
the local scale from the solutions of the nonlinear differential
equations (1) with0(Vk) being the “potential” at the first stage
(the terminology comes from the 1D case considered above,
where the Cole-Hopf transform led to the linear eigenvalue
problem).
We have introduced a unique approach to multiresolution
analysis based on synchronization. It is an adaptive, nonlinear
method that does not rely on a priori chosen basis and auto-
matically determines the data scale. It can be considered as a
transform based on the nonlinear differential equations (1). The
main advantage of this approach is that it can straightforwardly
be extended to nonuniformly sampled data, high-dimensional
settings, and, more generally, to data defined on graphs or
point clouds with nonlocal weighted edges, where traditional
methods are not available.
FIG. 5. (Color online) A function 0(Vk) defined on a 2D grid (sampled from harmonics with three different wave numbers). (a) The data
[axes: i,j are the spatial coordinates, z = 0(Vk)]. (b) The scales in the data revealed by synchronization [axes: i,j are the spatial coordinates,
z = 6(Vk)]; colors are proportional to the function values, with darker colors corresponding to extrema.
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